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Tow bar 232 Audi 100 + A6 '9í-

Fittinq instructions

1. Remove the inner coating of the trunk and also remove the plastic on the back
plate of the trunk.

2. Disassemble the bumper and the bumper supports at the back. You can throw
away the supports; nevertheless you have to retain the bolts.

3. Shove the assembly pieces -h in the chassis beams, corresponding with (A)
on the existing holes of the bumper supports. Install the assembly pieces -i in
the trunk, corresponding with (A) and reinsert the bolts. (E) fits with the back
plate of the trunk. These holes are covered with rubber tops. Remove these
tops (on new models, these holes are not provided; in this case you must
make the holes yourself). (B) also fits with the provided holes in the chassis
beams. Here you can install assembly piece -j in the trunk and assembly
piece -h with the washer on the bottom, insert the bolts.

4. Assemble the tow bar against the back plate of the back of the coach work,
according to (C) on the assembly pieces -h (E) fits with the holes in assembly
piece -i (G) fits with the bottom of the base plate of the trunk, next to the
chassis beams. Pierce the holes (E) and (G) with diam. 10,5mm. Insert all
bolts and to tighten them firmly.

5. Remove the 2 rubber tops at the back of the coach work, corresponding with
the holes (L) in the tow bar. Enlarge these holes til l diam. 25mm, in order to
install the upper bolts with washers - with fix the bumper to the tow bar.

6. Now make an incision in the bottom of the bumper as following:
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ln case of an Audi A6, this incision is already made. Now install the bumper
properly and insert the bolts with the washers via the 2 holes mentioned in
point 5. Insert the lowest 2 bolts via the bottom and via the holes (F) in the tow
bar. In case of an Audi A6 you can use the washers 25-8 (L) to reinstall the
bumper.
Assemble the ball T43 or the escamotable T35.
Cover the enlarged holes in the trunk with the added rubber tops. Reinstall the
inner coating in the trunk, and also reinstall the plastic on the back plate of the
trunk.
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